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First name Last name Referrer Code

Casee Burgason-Cruise

Rachel Waldron This bullying of an entire profession cannot be stopped by simply purchasing our beloved software. We are 
standing together and putting an end to this today and forever!

Melissa Frederiksen I jumped on board the Houzz bandwagon and was a staunch advocate until 2016. I started noticing a trend in 
the quality of my leads and a marked drop in leads in general in 2017. It was about this time that Houzz 
changed its algorithm and despite paying $3600 per year, the quality projects were not to be found. It is clear 
that my ROI is non-existant and footed the early cancellation penalty just to get out of my contract. I will do 
anything in my power to educate the consumer, designer, or vendor about some of the practices (not 
described here) and dissuade anyone from engaging with Houzz and it's practices.

Laurie Laizure I am so with all designers on this. Let's fight back! 

Tatiana Hisel

Tamara Magel

Tanya Phillips

Deborah Main

Guy Dery

Crystal Photiou

May Haymoor

Lori Scanlon

Lanna Ali-Hassan 

Sophia Hasiuk

Rebecca Rowland

christine conte

Patrick Landrum

Faith Sheridan

Sarah Sakalaukus 

April Elizabeth Hewitt

Kelly Ewing

Katerina Bolshakova PII Personal Identifiable Information is protected under many regulations.  It must not be used by a company 
privy to that information to monitize or benefit in any  way without a clear concent of the owner of the PII. 
Houzz must change it's terms reflecting this rule. So no neuralnetworks (NN) often refered as AI (artificial 
intelligence) or Deep Lerning training on our information without our concent.

William MacDonald Bye Houzz! 

Brittney Fischbeck 

Jillian Lare

Davettq Moore

Barbara Isbell

KAREN WIRRIG Houzz no longer wants to promote the use of professional designers to the consumer.  Instead, they want our 
content to promote their own e-commerce sales platform.  It is very disappointing.

Angela Mabe

Courtney Otte

Jennifer Hyman Houzz is no different than other sites like Angie's list, Home Advisor, etc., except they have pretty photos - 
placement on Houzz is not a guarantee of quality products or services. Buyer Be Very Aware!

Houzz exploits the photos placed on their site from home design professionals to sell products from their 
marketplace and services their service professionals for their profit. This puts them in direct competition with 
the home design professionals listed on their site, often at a great cost to that professional as Houzz tells 
Chicago-land designers we must spend $1500 a month for better placement. 

While it's not illegal, it is a misuse of trust, and that just doesn't sit right with me.

Erik Waldorf
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Shannon Ggem Houzz using designer’s photography to sell products from others is not acceptable. Full power over the 
content we’ve posted is very important as well. 

David Santiago 

Rochelle Boyd

Julissa Arias

Amanda Mathews

Mark Laizure 

Ana T

Jillian Dinkel This must stop! It’s deceitful and an exploitation of our industry’s professionals 

Jennie Hugo

Laney Reusch

Jane Eyles-Bennett

Christine Gentile

Gerald Forsburg This is the reas in I have not wanted to work with Houzz further.

Laurel Bern Pathetic company.

Kristen McCory

Sarah Walker

Stephen Fesik

Monica Diattara I Support Designers!!

Liz Wilson

Christina McManaway

Allie Laurenzo

Jennie Dagnino 

Jennifer Sherman 

Martina Jackson

Amy Cope

Audrey Curl So over Houzz!

Kate Gaul

Rhonda Sorochan 

Nicole Dufour-DuRocher

Tawna Allred

Heidi Mendoza

Loretta Casart

Irene Turner 

Linda Liebenow 

Amy Krause

Ilona Karneyenka

Victoria Jones

Tama Bell

Avita Mace

Veronica SOlomon 

Robin Siegerman Houzz is a despicable, underhanded, parasitic sewer rat feeding off the work of others. They need to cease 
and desist.

Denise McGaha

Alexandra VanDoren

Melissa Glenn
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Carlos Sutton

Caitlin Murray

Sarah Daniele

Barbara Fortier not right.

Claudia Kalur

Yvonne Whelan

Aurielle Jones

Claudia Anguiani

Liza Jones

Maureen Coates 

Jenney Petrikin Stop Houzz!

Jessica Roush

Beverly Wellington

Kalli Georgiakakis 

Farha Syed

Kelli Pachlhofer

Anita Wiechman Agree agree agree 

Colleen Avis

Megan McGraw I used to pay for a pro account but won't again until you change to a truly designer-friendly platform.

Natalie Reddell

Kara Legako 

Claudia Desbiens 

Spencer Lee

Alicia Paley

Alicia Paley

Stacy Naquin

Elizabeth Money

Allison Fannin

Christine Kohut

Elizabeth Muscare A company should not steal other peoples clients in a deceitful way. Shame on you.

Jennifer Campos

Robbie Maynard 

Nadia Gordon

Jessica Stone

Karin Pardella

Sherry Millien

Tamara Goldstein Ethics are a thing. Get some.

Sasha Vuillaume

Katya Grisaffi

Tawni Peterson 

Carla Aston

Yelda Adal-Hall

Stacy Kindja

Leslie

Amanda Moor I’m the sister in law of a designer and I see how hard she works and how deceptive your practises are. You’re 
exploring hard working individuals for your own gain. 
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Lisa Loesch

Sara G

Stephanie Kraus

Kristen Wright

Michele Simone

Nicole Janes

Shelley Mccormick About time

Anali Rivas 

Dean Malambri 

Barb Young

Julie White

Rouselyn Santiago

Susan Serra

jody sokol

jody sokol

Melanie Nunn

Donna McAlear

Michelle Setty

B W

Alison Raines

Meredith Still

Rachel Simpson  

Lisa Kahn

Laura Moffatt

Jill Kalman

Courtney McLeod

Mallory Lennon

 Nicola Rosendorff 

Elizabeth Calhoun

Amy O’Reilly

Nitza Shawriyeh 

Marlaina Teich 

Liz Hsuse

Phara Queen

Christin Archambault

Wendy Davis

Canaan Ward

Victoria Canady

Violetta Ustayev

Nick May

Lisa Furey How disappointing - and dishonest. 

Rachael Bell

David Santiago 

Benjamin Noriega

Nikki Fisher-Gigault

Kiera Murphy
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Linda Boyles

Antonio Chagin With photographers is even worse. They set the prices for our services 

Rajni Alex

Denise Hayles

Maggie Cruz

Suzan Visconti Please stop this! Our projects still posted even though we removed our account. Thanks for spearheading this 

Holly Kidwell

Natalie Kirkpatrick 

Anne Lubner I’m glad I didn’t waste my time on Houzz because it’s become increasingly evident that they do not support 
designers, they take advantage of them.

Daisy Gono

Diana Kennedy

Cami Weinstein I also find houzz let's client's troll designers with no effective way to retaliate against false claims by 
disgruntled clients - usually ones who don't twant to properly reimburse designers.

Penny Francis

Kathryn Buck

Tina Cappello Stop Houzz for good!!!!

Gina Hicks

Rodney Nieves

Alison Locke

Carter Averbeck

Tia Spaulding Shame on you Houzz! 

Rachel Cannon

Nora Schneider 

Claudia Triveno

Victoria Kiorsak 

Jennifer Tampasis

Jacqui Loucks

Ana Rodriguez

Nile Johnson

Brianne Jones

Tammy Lee I am in agreement in stopping Houzz from taking advantage of all Interior Designers.

Susie Acosta Stop Houzz from using designers to make money

Erin Shakoor 

Samantha Crow

Stephanie Jones

D'Ette Cole 

Kaitlin McCarthy

Jillian Freiberg

Eilyn Cueto 

Rachael Eichner I am an Interior Designer in melbourne running my own business. I am so happy that there are people 
standing up for our communities rights! This is an outrage. 

Lindsey Seth-Perreault 

Paula Grace Halewski

Nicole Conte

Yanise Vincent 

Renee Biery
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Ines Martins I agreed that Houzz should not be able to use Designers to make their own profit! 

Ines Martins 

Ines Martins Design 

Jan Finlayson 

Lane McNab

Debra James

Maureen Francis

Sandra Diaz-Velasco

Shelley Anderson

Elyse Appelmann

Annette Konstantoudakis

Sonya Cunha

Jaime Rogers

Sarah Nemec Houzz needs to adopt more ethical policies, and respect the hard work of designers!

Ezio Molinari

Maria Carcamo

Vernard Guerrier Such a disgrace 

Angela Todd I have been on Houzz since the early days, and I have been a loyal monthly advertiser for several years.  I do 
not feel it is fair to use my imagery and design work to sell products to site visitors.  My work and my peers 
work should not be used as a marketing/sales tool without compensation.  I am strongly concerned that my 
participation in Houzz has begun to be used against me and my industry.  Interior designer livelihood includes 
selling products.  I ask that you remember that our design industry, our expensive photography shoots, and 
our talent built your community and success. 

Kellie Clements 

Kim Milam

Yzabelle Sanico

Jenny Delara

Conner Crawford

Moriah Lang Signing on behalf of Designers

Mary Ann hesseldenz 

Janice Palmer

Alex Petrov

Keitha Brathwaite 

Lilly Gret

Justine Alvarez 

Paula Biondi

Courtney Hardie

Tamieka Green

Darcel Moreno Stop making a fortune off of the back of working people without the proper terms. 

Fina Meraz

Dale Cohen

Sabiya Brown

Gregory Allan Cramer

Natalia Robert

Austin Handler
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Jaimee Rose Stop

Using my work

To

Sell

Other people’s products! It’s unethical and damages my small business. 

Stephanie Murri 

Cherie Stein

Jeffrey Neve

Erin Kenny

leyla jaworski

Ginny Crossley 

Tamsin Mascetti

Deborah Lockett This is outrageous! I have been far too busy to follow this stuff and thank my friends for letting me know 
about your horrific practices. How on God's give earth can you be for designers and against them at the 
same time? Sounds like some crooked political stunt. 

Bruno de Caumont

Michala Monroe

Gemma Taylor

Sandy Aichner

Jennifer Mehditash

Amanda Eck

Inessa Binenbaum 

Jamie Galvis

Mishka Taylor

Cindy Jen

Quintece Hill-Mattauszek

Ellen Buckman

Lisa Kooistra

Lea Placek

Nicole Federico

Kendra Pahukoa

Phillip Lantz

Jack Ovadia

Charlotte Skinner Stop using designers images for your own selfish goal to profit from their hard work. 

Devon Fromm

Beth Dotolo

Anne Felsheim

Philip Allen Indeed.

Nicole Cooper 

Kenneth Ludwig

Danielle Rollins

Janis Reed

Toyin Badejo

Jennifer Cohler Mason

Megan Pesce

Laura Braun
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Kristy Ladson

Stephanie DeBrincat 

Sheryl McLean

Diego Pabon

Kimberly Madara Yes!

Jillian O’Neill

Justine Wiggins 

Tiffany Hinton

Jessica Hasten 

Verna Vuckovich I do not agree with the current practices of your businesses.

Kelly Taylor

Jaclyn Isaac

Kate Bennett

Coco Williames

Heather Bates I agree 100% with this !

Jamie Clugston

Holly Poss

Rich Monge

Kelli Chitty

Rona Graf

Erica Tubman

Stacey Walker

Ruxana Oosman Houzz has adjusted their business model and now tags and sells products “similar to” items on uploaded 
photographs.  CAVEAT EMPTOR.  In my design firm, lighting, size, proportion, shape, form, scale and texture 
are carefully calculated and balanced against other elements in each room we design. In interior design, every 
element selected has ramifications and making a change without taking the whole room into consideration is 
detrimental to good design.

Anyone can BUY things.  It's knowing WHAT to buy that makes the difference.  

In the words of Brian Reed: "Everything is designed. Not everything is designed well." 

Patrick Baglino

Cheminne Taylor-Smith

Stephany Penzo

Kathy Kuo

Ginger Maney

Laura Zoerb

Brion Judge

Eva Buehler

Arianne Bellizaire

Michael Dee Please share with designers who provide content for your website (inadvertently).

Stacy Anderson 

Alexis Presley

Sophia Caliva

Leigh Keiran

Michele Prata
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Maria Pulice When Houzz approached me years ago I was so against posting my work on the site, but I did finally create a 
profile with limited pictures.  I am glad I went with my gut and didn't share as much as others have.  It is 
absolutely wrong what they are doing now to our industry.  I never received one lead from them.  STOP using 
and maybe START PAYING US!!!!

Bridget Edwards 

Jennifer Koch 

Janna Chanoux

Aaron Duke Houzz was never intended to benefit interior designers, promote the expertise of design professional, or put 
homeowners in contact with professionals in their areas to further promote the interior design industry and 
ensure homeowners were getting experienced, professional, and knowledgeable designers. Houzz is nothing 
more than a typical, social media, tech startup company that relies on it’s members to make money. In two 
years, I spent over $25,000.00 dollars on advertising, videos, and “editorial” content. I can say to this day, I 
haven’t recouped a single penny in my return on the investment that I pay. Houzz doesn’t want to promote the 
design professional. In fact, I am pretty sure that anyone who wanted to create a profile and distinguish 
themself an interior could do so to pad the pockets of the executives of Houzz. The types of homeowners this 
site attracts are bottom feeders. They have no intention of hiring a Design professional. They are just phishing 
for free ideas for their DIY projects. I am very aware that any marketing practicing can take 4-6 months for the 
end user to begin to receive any results. After 3 years on the site and no results... it is obvious this is not a site 
intended to promote the design industry but more of one to create corporate greed. The fact that they have 
taken our “to the trade only” vendors and put them online and accessible to the general public is a disgrace 
and further emphasizes the fact that they are there to make money, not help designers. I could go on and on, 
but it is a waste of breathe.

Jenna Wedemeyer

Dana Skotdal

Michele Taylor

Pamela Rainey

Marissa Guccione

Elizabeth Aurandt 

Heidi Diaz

Deborah Main

Mary Anne Sharpe

Corinne Brown

Elena Calabrese

Chelsea Herron

Maria Tsakoumagos

David Lodge Designs can be business people.

Gina Santore

Rachel Pihakis 

Nicole Hospers Proud to be apart of the next evolution of this amazing, creative, talented industry. 

Joshua Jones

Sherry Brous

Gwen DeBruyn

Michelle Finkelshteyn 

Jennifer 

Thomas Falk I support Jennifer Hyman and HymanInteriors! Stop stealing/misrepresenting/taking advantage of the 
creatives! 

Kimberley Slater Houzz does not promote,  it tries to scam you with advertisement. I  see too many people in my area winning 
the same best of Houzz award when they barely do any business. If someone wants to hire a trained 
professional they can contact the Professional organizations for information, such as ASID, IIDA and AIA. 

Ankit Vikmani

Emily Gonzalez 

Ellen Duffy

Sandra Miller

Marbé Briceno
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Julie Barrett

Jason Clifton

Susan Hill Houzz lacks integrity and is not helping our industry, they are helping their own interests. If you want 
designers to partner with you thenpartner with us.  Stop underselling us, stop tagging our photos with cheap 
knock off furniture, pay commission to designers when you do tag their photos with the item they actually 
spec’d, stop including designers from 40 miles outside the 10 mike radius search, instead of talking about 
designers needing to be transparent why don’t you show your cost to your end user.  This last item is not 
going to happen in your retail marketplace or at any other retail store, but our industry is suppose to show 
cost to our clients.  No other industry works that way.  Get it together Houzz

Carrie Nippert No one likes a cheat, Houzz.

Andrea Garone

Michele Youell

Kristin Challacombe

Jeremy Bauer

Megab Thompson

Carrie Miranda 

Brigid Björklund 

Alan Sills

Cori Halpern

Kathryn Anderson

Cori Halpern

Ashley Kitchen

Sam Zangi

Jackie Higgins I will remain an Ivy user but I would like to remove my portfolio from HOUZZ.  They have outlived their 
usefullness and no longer allign with my brand.

Amber Burger

Robin Sisson

Victoria Mazza

Stacy Jacobi

Rachel Vanderwall

Cathy Cole 

Ally Fountain

Julie Miller

g oleaker

g oleaker

Laura Abrams

Susan Clrk Well said. Well done 

Amanda Adams

Catherine Brophy

Georgiana Dancu

Jean Charlton

Holly Casswell 

Ginger Fee

Jean Stephane Beauchamp

Emma Deroche Of course I'm in!!!! And I'm 400!!!! ??

Kristine Zubke

Kathryn Czuchra

Alison Habermehl
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Leah Ansel Houzz has exploited designers and duped the end user for far too long. 

REBECCA OROURKE I feel completely deceived by Houzz and bamboozled into paying for a profile that slowly but surely killed any 
type of client inquiries. In the last three years I have not received a single valid inquiry, and none of the 
strategies proposed by my sales rep resulted in anything. Now this? I demand a refund from Houzz for a paid 
profile that did absolutely nothing for me. I will happily give back the "awards".

Alicia Kinloch 

Lori May

Jennifer Olson

Elle Cole

Erika Bonnell

Julia Molloy

Jade Timmerman

Shakera Kyle

Kathryn Ivey

Marcy Monheit This is a bad practice and surprised me right after I purchase Ivy for the year. Salesperson did not warn me. 

Karen Viscito

Judith Bernard Live up to your commitment to the Design trade.  We are your revenue.  If suppliers want to sell their 
products, let them provide their own photographs.  Stop using our photos to promote their products and 
increase your revenue.  You can’t have it both ways.  Pay us for the use or don’t use it at all.  

Michelle Miazga 

Safa Albaldawi

L Richards

Marilee Wintz This business model should be unethical as they hid the fact that they would USE hard working designers 
photos to sell cheap junk. I hope the Fail big! 

Whittlee Hamblin

Ana Alicia Wilmer

Bogart Paz Totally unjust 

Nikoya Moses

Trudy Crock

Kelley Barnett I pulled down all but a few photos now that Houzz tags our work and sells out from under us. I will not 
promote use of Houzz to my clients any longer. 

Kelley Barnett I pulled down all but a few photos now that Houzz tags our work and sells out from under us. I will not 
promote use of Houzz to my clients any longer. 

Christine Billings 

Lauren Mendenhall

Jill Ragan Scully

Jennifer Vitelli 

Anna Parson 

Carl Barnett

Irene Krygowski 

Melissa Rode 

Krista Nicholas

Dara Barber

Mariel GOodson

Nicole Janes

Meghan Gengler

Lauren Servati

Anthony Johnson

Alicia Bailey
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Ashleigh Underwood 

AGNES ALDANA

Amy Sung

Jennifer Robison

Sita Montgomery

Emmy Callero

Lesley Myrick

Heidi Mendoza

Tobi Wright Please stop making money off of us. You started out supporting designers now you’re using them to line your 
pockets. 

Christian Koch

Folayera Akinlade

Pam DiTomaso Houzz you discredit this industry!

Lisah Rankin Treat designers right.

Sean Waldron

Kathleen Emhof

Cori Halpern

Catherine McRoberts Houzz is a rip off

Leslye Shanberg

Ashley Aurigemma 

Courtney Challingsworth

Amanda Neff

Lois Horan Houzz makes me sick! Your marketplace is competing directly with the designers that you are trying to bring 
on board

Laura Lee

Pattie Maupin

Pamela Harvey

Phil Davison

Eman Nofal

Lisa Pope

Kevin Fuller

Lori May

Mary Walsh

Sable Reynolds

Jen Ribek

Michelle Broussard Agreed 

Nicole Baxter Houzz’s Achilles’ tendon is designer content. If we stop posting content, we can strangle them. Their mistake 
was not respecting the people that give them the one thing they desperately need to get subscribers, create 
articles, and sell product. We’re their lifeblood.

Darlene Cohen 

S G

Melinda McQueen Melinda McQueen

Mary Culbertson I don't believe any of these requests are unreasonable. We work hard for the integrity of our designs. Let's not 
cheapen them. 

Heidi Wilcox
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Kylene McRoberts I signed up for the pro plus program. It was a 12 month contract, and three months in to the contract I 
realized they were adding tags of cheaper merchandise to my photos. This is a cheapening of my brand, and 
they were making money by selling the cheaper versions. I told my account manager this was unacceptable 
and the situation was not handled to my liking.  Needless to say I did not re-new.  Houzz is not an interior 
designer's friend.  It is the competition!  Enough is enough.

Dawn DeLuca Thank you for taking our advertising $$ and squandering it with poor or false analytics. Shameful.

Allison Smith

Rohini Upadhyay 

Sheila Kramer

Katrina Gono

Anne Davis

Amy Meyer

Kevin Duffy

Suzi Lunt

Stefanie Fernandez

Mel Sherwell

Lena Kroupnik

Kim Lemmon 

Ashley Galego

Keianna Harrison

Julie Schaefer

Shea Pumarejo Houzz’s current business practices EXPLOIT dedigners. I was paying $300 per month for a Pro+ account 
when Houzz began tagging my photos and cheapening the designs that clients had paid me good money for 
so that they sould have an original design by selling cheap versions of items in those rooms. Then, when I 
asked for some of my images to be removed from my profile, i was told to “read the fine Print of my contract” 
Houzz didn’t have to remeve them because they OWN the image the moment it is uploaded. I was left with 6 
months on my contract and still paying $300 mo. 

How would you feel????

Katie

Molly Mickey

Lebra T Chase

Diane Koontz

Stephanie Alegre

Ellie Mroz

Judith Garby

Monica Garrett And IvyMark who just sold out to Houzz. Disgraceful!!!

Elizabeth Metcalfe Houzz is a scam.

Debra Stout

Lisa Gielincki

Shelby Jackson

Christina Rodriguez 

Davi Santos Stop wrongful appropriation of the creative work of thousands of interior designers.

Michele Hakim

Heloise Mitchell

April Messer 

Genevieve Ghakeb

Jan Guigue

Kent Brasloff Stop Houzz

Linnea Ryon
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Glen Fernandez 

Shilpa Mohan

Kelly Berumen 

Tina Rogers Stop using Designers to make money. 

Lauren Rivera Proud Interior Designer and Owner of Freckled Feather Interiors - To Houzz: STOP UTILIZING MY 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY FOR YOUR SOLE FINANCIAL GAIN! 

Samantha Spayd 

Samantha Spayd 

Cheryl McMahan

Taylor Hryorchuk

Melanie Boone

Emily Larkin

Jeanne Campana

Starr Miller Enough.

Neb Radojkovic I am signing this petition to stop Houzz from using Designers to make money.

soussan T

Samantha Lipman

Stephanie Castillo 

Suzy Watkins

Alycia Wicker

Candace Taplay

Natalie Sander

Juliet Pekaar 

Rebecca Ward I agree!

Vanessa Richter

Douglas Stockley

Keating Hurd Really! You’re ruining our careers. Find a better way!

Coleen Darni

Katrina Harmon

Lisa McDennon

 Holly Kolvig

Mindi 

MK Flannery

Gillian Ley

Charles Tiernan

Michelle Eaton

Nancy Gracia

Renee Beerck 

Keigh Hamilton

Jaime Bassett

Amanda Leather 

Amanda McMahon

Vanessa Starkweather Vanessa Starkweather 

Victoria Vandamm

Suzanne van Dyck

Ekaterina Kozhina 
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Alejandra Mejia

Tobey Sanders

Shay Mann

Fiona Parry-Jones

Sharon Imbriani

Gavini Khaleel Our work should be valued

Laura Outland I absolutely agree with this petition!!

Linda Marra, ASID Credit should be given where credit is due, including monetarily.  Period.

Natasa Jones

Louis Navarrete You are basically stealing intellectual property.

Jeffrey Johnson

Matt Tsang

Tiffany Brooks

Hannah Jacobson

Douglas Rehrer

Crystal Still 

Paige Smiley

Rebecca Farris

Silvina Felman Houzz is destroying our design community

Trina Jones

Trina Jones

Rachael Grochowski Stop tagging products in our designs. 

Marissa Sweeney

Tiffany Leblanc. It’s just not fair to change the models with no fiat warning to the design community. I’ve always thought this 
was unacceptable.

Lori Caldwell 

Rebecca Rotella

Bets Miller

Abby Skwiat 

Nicole Taveras

Kate Cummings Stop shopping us Houzz! Ivy, you really should have discussed this with your users first - bad decision.

Michael Maszaros 

Lisa Hilderbrand New Ivy user -- will cancel immediately without assurance of absolute confidentiality of all information, 
sources, vendors, images.

LaDeena Dernick Not ok!!

Camille Waters 

Sarah Berghorst

Becky Shea I don’t use Houzz and never have for this exact reason. It seems like a worthless platform that preys on the 
weak. 
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Wanda Suitt-Horton Though images were shared, at the early invitation of Houzz, to inspire consumers about interior design, the 
end result it was done on the backs of those who brought in the creative collateral- the interior designers, the 
architects, stylists, etc.  Without these images, Houzz and other similar companies, would have nothing to 
promote.  Read the fine print.  They have deemed it their terms can be changed at any given time, like Ivy, the 
company who sold to them their paying members' community.  When a consumer goes to Google a local 
designer, Houzz is at the top, driving traffic to the Houzz site, creating the illusion of some sort of excellence.  
Sounds great for designers with Houzz listings, right?  Wrong!  Unless you make a pretty decent investment in 
their advertising, your listing may not even show up in your local market.  Even paying designers in large 
markets have shared it hasn't produced results.  They do this, along with attached product tags for an 
attempt to copy the designer's work/sources.  (By the way, even though the photography may have been paid 
for by the designer, the legal rights go back to the photographer and with Houzz directing them to third party 
usage, it's unethical and illegal for them to do so.  The designer can't eliminate their profile without appearing 
out-of-business and their images are still on the site, perpetually.  It's much more complex than my single 
post here. And by the way, consumers' information is also subject to being offered to third parties.  No 
protection of privacy.  Again, read the fine print.  They do not honor who brought them to the dance.  They 
have left with another partner whose name is NOT Integrity. 

Lynley Serratt

Debi Pinelli

Roxanne Hanna

Jennifer Huson-Maywald

Kara Cox

Aaron Caramanis 

Jen Cavorsi 

Elizabeth Dooley 

Stacey Carder

Lisa Palmer

Leah Meyer Perez

Nichole Gabriel

Scott McDonough

Lauri Ainsworth

Molly Williams

Yuna Megre

Alison Solar Houzz started as one thing and now it is completely different. Nothing like what I originally signed up for.

Jennifer O’Dowd

Sandy Smith Stop using these photos for cheap knockoffs!

Julie Daniel

Elvira Jaeger

Alusin Johnston

Melissa Hryszko Agree with every point 1000%!

Robin Fisher I am a PRO with HOUZZ and have received many good leads but I still agree that using our work to sell your 
project is wrong and if we want out we should have full rights to remove All Of our work. 

Catherine Schmidt 

Elaine Guice 

Jacqueline Enlund 

Evelyn Eshun I recall being at a seminar when Houzz first started with the founder ... there was a question from the 
audience ..'will you ever charge for advertising in specific locations and will you ever use our images for 
advertising"..the answer was 'no'....fast forward...   I have been currently continually asked by Houzz to sign 
up and pay for more coverage in order to have potential clients see my work and therefore connect with 
them...I have considered it, but my gut is not letting me ... perhaps the gut is right!! 

Nyla Free

Jen Vigna

Christi Richards

Vinnie Piatek 
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Kathy S It’s not right for Houzz to make money off designers work without compensation. I refuse to upload photos of 
my projects because Houzz can tag any item and sell it to their client base, and they also refuse to let 
designers watermark or remove images of their work. I invest a lot of time and money making sure my clients 
have Interiors that are unique to their needs and personalities. Houzz is effectively stealing intellectual 
property from designers and making a profit off of it. For those of us using IvyMark as a project management 
system, Houzz’s purchase now ensures they have access to our customer info and project files. I 
wholeheartedly object to the use of our proprietary information to sell more product or attempting to market 
directly to our client base. Immediate steps must be taken to rectify and resolve intellectual property rights 
and compensation. If any IvyMark information is used without my permission, I will allow my membership to 
expire. If others do the same, it will make IvyMark yet another poor choice for Houzz. 

LeAnne Bunnell Integrity is everything in this industry and you have shown you do not operate with any.  

Annilee

Virginia Metzendorf 

Elizabeth Cross-Beard

Rebecca Reynolds Thank you Laurie

Deanna Geisheimer

Scott Koehler 

Laurie Champ

Greta Winkelman As I want to become an interior designer someday, I believe that all designers should be credited accordingly 
and their work should only be reproduced or sourced our with their permission. 

Jennifer Myers

Caroline McLean

Cynthia Von Sohsten

Tara Legenza

Katja Lauterbach 

Leah Havens

Scott Widdifield

Anna Hackett 

Meghan Heinrich 

Julie Roth

Anne-Marie Brunet

Olga Cooperman

Annie Vincent

Talia Jasaui

Dy Dabney

Nicole Rogers 

Angie Herron

Beverly Rivkind 

Jessica Jones

Julie Montgomery Intellectual property!  Not a platform that supports designers and would be nothing if weren’t for our profiles/
photos and sharing. 

Sarah Girten

Simone Clencie 

Noa Simmons

Christine Tse

Glenn Altarac

Michelle Mawby Houzz started their business by using our photos pulled from our own websites that we paid to have taken. I 
am appalled and angered every time they call me asking me to pay for advertising. They built their business 
on free images from designers like me that they euphemistically call “Early Adopters” and continually make 
money from of our work and photos.

Barbara I 
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Julie Risman

Yelena Gerts 

Natasha Connor In support of my fellow US designers 

Stephanie Charest

Jamie Riddell People must be respected

Rhonda Huber Glad I trusted my gut about Houzz. 

Becky JASKEY 

Erika Mejia

Christina Werkmeister

Liliana Dartu 

Kara Gordon

T Joyce 

Adrienne Meade

Deborah Getta

Sara Joseph

Terry Hogg

Jeremy Mick

Theresa Parsons

Stacy Wynne

Darlene Cohen

Julianne Fallert

Kimberly Jones Interior Designers have learned the hard way that Houzz’s sales marketing is relentless and the designers  
return on investment is a negative return. 

Damjana Kisic

Lacy Phillips Houzz is the worst!

Kendall Dunning

Heather Edgington 

Edith Duncan

Michelle Barnes 

Ashley Dancho No more riding creative coat tails for free, glad I never once considered posting my work with Houzz or paying 
for “advertising”.  

Brett Matthew

Lesley Kinney

Caroline Hallberg

Jennifer French

lori miller
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